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June 18, 2020 
 
Mr. Eric Dienstfrey 
University of Texas at Austin 
 
Dear Mr. Dienstfrey: 
 
Sometime last year I saw a synopsis of a paper that you had given recently regarding the 
standardization of the Academy Curve in the 1930s. Your conclusions, as stated in that synopsis, 
were preposterous, to put it mildly. I perhaps should not have been surprised, given the lack of 
context, fact, and understanding of film sound that you had exhibited in your “The Myth of the 
Speakers” paper back in 2016. The synopsis made me think that The Onion had decided to 
parody your paper in their signature comic genius style, transporting the same approach that you 
had with Dolby Stereo back in time to Academy Mono. (“Area man claims Academy Mono 
didn’t need to be so bad.”) Now that I have read the resulting article, “Under the Standard: 
MGM, AT&T, and the Academy’s Regulation of Power,” as published in the latest issue of the 
Journal of Cinema and Media Studies and available on academia.edu, I see that you didn’t fail 
me. 
 
As you will remember, I wrote a rebuttal to some (but not all) of your errors in your 2016 paper, 
and ended up needing over 6,000 words. I was able in July of that year to devote the time it took 
to formulate such a reply. I have neither the time nor the inclination to expend anything near that 
effort in contradicting the new one. At the same time, I cannot let your latest canards go 
unanswered because, as was the case in 2016, you besmirch the good name and work of good 
people. 
 
To paraphrase Lloyd Bentsen very loosely: You can (mis-)quote John Hilliard, but I knew him, 
interviewed him multiple times, and believe I truly understand the thought process that went 
behind the Academy Curve, and, Mr. Dienstfrey, you’re in no position to quote John Hilliard or 
comment on him or his work. 
 
The paper “lives up to” its synopsis because, as you did with your earlier paper, you piece 
together a patchwork quilt of research taken out of context, all designed to support a 
preposterous, conspiracy-laced thesis which has no connection to the reality of the history of film 
sound and the people working hard behind the scenes to design and build the equipment and 
make the sound tracks. 
 
I don’t quite know if it’s irony that this paper should be published by the same organization that 
gave you an award for your earlier work. It’s clear to me that they did absolutely no vetting of 
neither the first paper (before giving you the award), nor this one, before publishing it. (I’d pay 
money to read the comments of the two anonymous JCMS pre-publication reviewers whom you 
cite in your thanks.) Now, as had been the case with the first paper and its publication in Film 
History magazine, “peer review” seems to mean “peer rubber stamp” in reality. There is no way 
that either paper was ever put in front of someone who truly understands film sound, and who 
knows its history. 
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As I wrote, I don’t have the time to go point-by-point, but thankfully there’s less need for that 
this time. I’m just going to address the main points: the history of motion picture speakers, why 
the curve was made, and the issue of its specified frequency response. 
 
You in no way connect your thesis—that the Academy adopted the Academy Curve both to 
curtail alleged power that AT&T had over exhibitors and to help studios consolidate power—to 
reality. There was one simple, overriding idea behind the Academy standard that you choose to 
ignore: It helped movies mixed at the eight major Hollywood studios to sound the same in all 
theaters, regardless of speaker types and acoustics. It’s really that simple. The committee began 
by compiling a 2,000-foot reel consisting of representative sections from all the studios, the first 
attempt at what came to be known as the ASTR: Academy Sound Test Reel. In the end, they 
published specifications for amplifier power, theater acoustics, and the electric characteristic 
response curve. Mr. Hilliard, both in conversations with me in 1980 and in his paper in the April 
1985 issue of the Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, and other interviews and papers 
elsewhere, said exactly that. 
 
With regard to your comments about the frequency response of Academy Mono standard, you’re 
conflating various statistics to make a point that has no connection to the real world—in this 
case, the as-heard frequency response of movie theaters in the mid-1930s. 
 
On the low end, Mr. Hilliard wrote that, prior to the standardization of the curve, there was 
sometimes a 20 dB deviation in the low frequencies, which would make films from some studios 
sound very thin in theater chains run by others, and make the low end completely out of whack 
going in the other direction. He also notes that the low-frequency cutoff was 50 Hz to avoid 
“shutter bump” from noise reduction components. 
 
On the top end, the curve was arrived at by listening to the material from the studios, and it dealt 
with the hiss from both variable area and variable density tracks, among other factors. There’s 
also the crucial factor of the height of the slit in the optical sound reproduction chain: the smaller 
it is, the higher the frequency that can be resolved, but at a reduced output and increased hiss. By 
keeping the slit wider, much of the high-frequency reduction was taken care of. Increasing the 
high-frequency response of the optical sound format—indeed making for a flat A-
Chain/recording medium— was not fully realized until the 1970s, when Dolby Laboratories 
introduced optical preamps with slit-loss compensation equalization, in addition to A-Type noise 
reduction to combat the high-frequency hiss that was revealed. 
 
Further, your claim that the frequency response was reduced from eight octaves (50 Hz and 8 
kHz, which in fact is a little over seven octaves) to three (200 Hz and 1.5 kHz) is just flat-out 
wrong. First of all, there is no movie theater today, with linear PCM digital sound sources and 
modern speakers, which measures “flat” to 8 kHz. (Not to mention being considerably smaller 
than their 1930s counterparts.) None. Theaters today continue to use the “X-curve” standardized 
in the 1970s, with the “flat” part of the B-Chain curve from approximately 40 Hz to 2 kHz, 
rolling off 3 dB per octave beyond that in a standard movie theater. Larger theaters—not unlike 
the ones Mr. Hilliard and colleagues were having to contend with in the 1930s—have a steeper 
roll off. There’s also the small-room X-curve (primarily for small mixing rooms) which normally 
is interpreted to be flat to 2 kHz and roll off 1.5 dB per octave after that. 
If, back in the 1930s, one had measured flat response to 8 kHz in M-G-M’s Capitol Theater in 
New York (and I don’t believe that it was even technically possible to achieve this without 
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insane distortion), you would have torn the heads off of the people seated there. The numbers 
documenting how a theater measures in the far field and how it sounds are two different things, 
and to infer that a speaker system is in any way compromised because the high-frequency part of 
the curve is not flat is just wrong. You play a well-recorded CD in a movie theater and guess 
what, it sounds pretty good, and is a match to a “flat” near-field system. I’ve experienced this 
first-hand in mixing movies for the past 32 years. 
 
Also, your interpretation of the Academy Mono characteristic as being flat starting from 200 Hz 
is a misreading of the region below that and above 50 Hz. It varies, starting at 150 Hz, to +1 dB 
at 50 Hz and -4 dB, according to the specific speaker system. The low-end response of theaters 
prior to the 1980s was, as a rule, compromised in general in the low end, more as a function of 
speakers than of any recording characteristic (Academy Mono or magnetic stereo). 
 
You write, quoting another academic, that Academy Mono resulted in sound “only negligibly 
better than telephones.” You might think you have an academic paper get-out-of-jail card 
because you’re quoting a book, but you don’t. A standard telephone covers from approximately 
300 Hz to 3.4 kHz, falling off the cliff drastically beyond those points. Academy Mono has about 
two and a half more octaves on the low end, and another octave and change on the top end. If 
this is what you really think, I can only hazard a guess that you’ve never heard a relatively good-
sounding movie played from an Academy Mono print, or you have the sad misfortune to have 
only attended really crappy theaters. (16mm doesn’t count here, by the way.) Or, maybe, just 
maybe, you’ve never heard Academy Mono in a theater, period, just as I suspect you’ve never 
heard Apocalypse Now in 70mm. Quoting papers and books only goes so far; at some level, you 
alone have to shoulder the responsibility that what you write makes sense in the real world. 
 
With respect to your mention of a few films that allegedly had dual inventory, with some prints 
for smaller theaters, some for larger ones … you never quite say what was the technical 
difference between the two prints, and why one was “better,” as opposed to being optimized for 
larger theaters, and if so, how. (For the life of me, even with the incredible granular control that 
we have today when mixing a feature film, I can’t figure out what I’d do different for a mix in a 
huge theater vs. a normal one. Pray tell what the difference was, please.) Later in your paper, you 
say some theaters would have “distorted or low-quality soundtracks” but never explain exactly 
how this happened. This doesn’t make any sense; no movie studio would ever have released 
anything “distorted.” 
 
I don’t have the time to look up the sources that you cite when you write about ERPI’s 
“misdistributing” prints of Naughty Marietta to wrong theaters, but this makes zero sense to me. 
M-G-M made the prints and owned many of the theaters; I can’t see how there was an 
opportunity for ERPI to have this kind of control. Mr. Hilliard indeed mentioned the film to me, 
and told me that they sent out cue sheets for the projectionists to raise the fader on music cues. 
How did ERPI (initially) and the Academy Curve (later) prevent this? He also spoke to me at 
length about how Romeo and Juliet (1936) was distributed with a push-pull track (for lower 
noise and distortion) in a dozen theaters, and how he personally aligned some of them. If ERPI 
had been up to no good, and had “misdistributed” prints, he and star Norma Shearer’s brother, 
Douglas, head of the M-G-M sound department, would have known about it and been all over it. 
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In all of my research in the history of film sound, while I am aware of “hi-range” prints, there’s 
nothing about them that would not have allowed them to carry on once the Academy Curve came 
into play. Its focus was frequency response, not level. 
 
As an example of future hi-range prints, let me point out Warner Bros.’ Vitasound, that was 
developed and used after the Academy released its standards. Further proof that there is no 
connection between the Academy Mono spec and sound exhibition experimentation by studios. 
And, of course, there’s Fantasia later. 
 
You go on to write that the high-frequency pre-emphasis used by different studios would end as 
a practice with the standardization of the Academy Curve. You say: “If studios were to comply 
with the committee’s call for standardization, they would have had to put an end to this practice.” 
No! Pre-emphasis, to this day, is needed when making a mix to be played in an Academy Mono 
optical print. The only thing that would have changed, with the standardization of the Academy 
Curve, is that they were able to do the pre-emphasis confident that it would have the same result 
in all theaters. 
 
When you get into your description of two-way speaker systems, your lack of knowledge of 
fundamentals of sound recording and reproduction comes to the fore. Having control of the top 
end of two-way speakers did not have anything to do with a projectionist reducing hiss, nor did 
having a separate woofer for the low end have anything to do with reducing hum. Any hiss or 
hum on the track would remain; such correction has never been in the purview of projectionists 
and your implying this is further proof that you’re not aware of the technical process of creating 
or presenting film sound. Controlling the relative levels of the woofer and tweeter was merely a 
blunt method of B-Chain room equalization, something that didn’t change or improve until third-
octave equalization was introduced in the 1970s by the cinema processors of Dolby Laboratories. 
 
Then, finally, there is your grassy-knoll-like claim of a connection between the Academy Mono 
frequency response and wanting to “eliminate ERPI’s acoustic advantages.” This is as much a 
work of fiction as the “economic consequences,” as you write, of the frequency response. 
 
You write that theater owners were being “forced to dramatically lower the aesthetic and 
financial value of their costly investments,” and go on to say that “[i]n anticipation of pushback 
from theaters, the Research Council commenced a campaign to encourage theaters to implement 
Academy Mono quickly and without objections.” Your implication here, of something being 
railroaded and pushed through, is sheer fiction, and has no connection to the sources you cite. 
Having arrived at the standard, the Academy produced a test reel to be sent out to theaters to give 
them a baseline of the product made in Hollywood, in an attempt to make the work of all studios 
sound the same everywhere, within reason. Nothing more devious than that. Mr. Hilliard told me 
in 1980 that before that point there was “chaos. We’d go out to a preview in a theater in the L.A. 
area and discover that something was too bass-y or not enough highs, and we would redo it. In 
the meantime, the service people, having heard the preview would say ‘It sounded awful and I’ve 
got to readjust the theater.’ Chaos.” 
In an interview with Mr. Hilliard in 1989 printed in the July/August issue of the Journal of the 
Audio Engineering Society he noted how they measured the existing speakers made by Altec and 
RCA at the RKO ranch in Van Nuys, on a 40-foot pole to avoid reflections that would be caused 
by measuring it in a room or on the ground. This way they could accurately assess the 
capabilities of speaker systems, presumably not having access to an anechoic chamber. 
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Yes, the U.S. Government did extensive studies regarding the dominance of AT&T/ERPI in the 
film sound industry. That said, there is no connection between the Academy Curve and the U.S. 
Government Consent Decree to Bell Labs and Western Electric. You say that there is, but I see 
no backup for this whatsoever. The idea that it would benefit the movie industry to restrict the 
frequency response of speaker systems, limiting the capabilities, is preposterous. The Academy 
did not narrow “the flat response of all sound systems.” Instead, it gave everyone a standard to 
adhere to. 
 
Mr. Hilliard told me in 1980 that the Consent Decree effectively said: “You shall no longer be in 
the theater business. You’re the telephone business, and you can’t supply enough telephones for 
the world or the United States. You’ve got to divest yourself of the theater service business, and 
the supplying of equipment for theaters. That was the impetus behind it.” 
 
Finally, when you write that the Academy Curve “sacrificed quality to ensure that studios 
maintained financial control over the exhibitors,” you are missing one crucial point: they owned 
a large number of theaters, certainly many large first-run houses in big cities. This was the 
situation until the famous Paramount Consent Decree, long after these matters, in the late 1940s. 
 
My final point is not technical at all, and is as obvious as the 400-pound gorilla in a tutu dancing 
in the middle of the room, but which I initially didn’t see. Given that the dissolution of ERPI as a 
result of the Consent Decree had begun in 1936, and was complete with the sale to Altec in 1937, 
what reason would the Academy have to in any way compromise the sound of movies going 
forward? Regardless of the truth or exaggeration of your claims, ERPI had been defeated. This 
chronology alone takes the air out of your basic premise, even before dealing with its giant, 
fundamental technical gaps. 
 
As bad as everything I’ve mentioned above is, you stoop really low when you write: “In effect, 
Hilliard was tasked with ending the era of malfeasance that he himself had exacerbated, albeit 
inadvertently, when he developed the Shearer horn for MGM. His message thus became a signal 
to theater owners that such malfeasance was no longer tolerated in Hollywood, for with 
Academy Mono in place, ERPI’s tactics were technically no longer possible.” 
 
Wait, say what? Inadvertent malfeasance stemming from his design of the Shearer two-way 
horn? 
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That you attempt to question the reputation and character of the late Mr. Hilliard, this kind, 
brilliant, and humble man whom I knew, however briefly…. I’m going to hope that ellipsis 
speaks volumes. You also seem to have it out for him in your Twitter feed—saying his claim that 
Jeanette MacDonald sang flat was “sexist.” This is in the face of the fact that he was there and 
you weren’t—not to mention that saying someone can’t hit a note is not, perforce, sexist—makes 
me wonder what your problem with him is. Just as you seem to have it in for Ben Burtt and 
Walter Murch and your constant sniping at them, sometimes in to-be-deleted Tweets. (Deletion, 
as a form of after-the-fact self-censorship, is never a good sign.) Me, too: “An outspoken policer 
of Apocalypse Now’s legacy (though not always an effective one).” Funny that you should write 
this, because when we spoke on the phone in 2016, you had no rebuttals to my apparently not-
effective opinions. 
 
You later wrote on Twitter as an answer to a broad query to describe the major argument of your 
current research project in five words or less: Your favorite people lied. 
 
This indeed seems to about sum up most of what you write, attempts to uncover the sordid truth 
behind something or someone in film sound. In response to your original article, and my rebuttal, 
one of the key members of the Apocalypse crew (not Walter) wrote to me back in 2016: “I fail to 
see what the purpose of Dienstfrey’s article is. In terms of furthering academic research on the 
historical record, it seems to suffer from the academic deconstructionist tendency to minimize 
the accomplishments of the people involved. In this case, the argument is driven by specious and 
inaccurate information obtained from secondary, and even tertiary sources. He never contacted 
me for information. All this is presented with an underlying agenda, which seems to be ‘These 
people, ideas, and events weren’t so great.’ This agenda is itself driven by a desire to raise one’s 
own stature in academic circles by diminishing the stature of others.” 
 
Couldn’t have said it better myself. 
 
 
/s/Larry Blake 
New Orleans 
swelltone@aol.com 
 
 
This letter is copyright © 2020 by Larry Blake. All rights reserved. It may not be published, 
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